Oh hai, Massey!

House Five (you know, that or, uh, The Fivers, or uh, Five-o, or El Cinconeros if you're not into the whole brevity thing) would like to invite you to the Cult Movie Low Table! Some have said that having only two rooms at Low Table is okay, but well, you know, that's just, like, their opinion, man, so we're bringing you back to the glory days when Low Tables had three rooms. As such, we'll have:

A DANCE ROOM (V-16) - Do the Right Thing and come dance the night away! Dance so fiercely that the floor will scream "you're tearing me apart!". It's as simple as that, and the beauty of this is its simplicity. If it gets complex, everything can go wrong.

A DRINK ROOM (V-14) - chill, relax and partake in beverages (there may or may not be White Russians). This chance to relax was paid for by so many bright flowering young men at Khe Sanh, at Langdok, at Hill 364 who... but I forget, this doesn't have anything to do with Vietnam. In addition, there will be a really nice rug that really ties the room together, so we'd appreciate you not peeing on it.

A MOVIE ROOM (V-15) - have no idea about the quotes we're using in this post? We've got you covered! In the Movie Room, we'll be showing three all-time cult-classics, starting with The Room, coming into Do The Right Thing, and ending with The Big Lebowski. Find out what happens when you find a stranger in the Alps!

So come out! Don't be a bunch of nihilists. Whether you spend many hours, or just drop in to see what condition your condition was in, we'd love to see you here hah.

Yours,

House V

P.S. Anyway, how's your sex life?